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HELP REQUIRED
We are in need of a few more volunteers to
help assist on the front counter. We have
always tried to have two people on the front
counter but it hasn’t always been successful.
With the additional responsibilities which
the front counter people will now need to
do, (e.g. ensuring visitors and members
register etc), it is no longer a “wish” but an
“imperative” that we have at least two on
each of these morning shifts.
You would just be assisting our main counter
people and do not necessarily have to learn
the computer system.
Please give it some thought and if you can
spare a couple of hours once a month to
help out, please let me know.
Sue Lawrence
0455 556 542

Hi everyone, welcome to 2021. As we start this year, the virus is still
bubbling along, with no end in sight. Please keep being vigilant, wear
masks indoors, keep your distance and sanitise.
I have decided to continue with the newsletter in this format as it has
proved very popular and I am very grateful for the support from the
members with ongoing articles.
This edition is dedicated to Peter Quennell. Like all of you I was
stunned and saddened by his sudden passing. Peter was a strong
supporter of the newsletter. He always read each edition with great
care, letting me know of any typos and sentences that needed
amending, or sending me jokes he thought I should include and
photos when I needed something to fill a page. He will be sorely
missed by everyone who knew him.
This year I will aim to put out an edition every two months not every
month like last year. I am hoping to get some travelling in this year,
so I won’t be around as much.
Please continue to contribute, without your articles and photos etc.
we wouldn’t have a newsletter. I would like to continue with the “My
First Car...” column, I haven’t had any for awhile so feel free to write
a short article about your first car, if you don’t have a photo, don’t
worry I can usually source one from the internet.
Send your articles etc. to:
Caroline Duck:
cdurdu@bigpond.net.au or P.O. Box 183 Paynesville, 3880.
You can also ring me on 0428456267 if you don’t want to write the
story down but have an interesting story to tell. I’ll record it and
write it up later.
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From the President:
Greetings to all our members,
This Shed Chatter finds us at the end of one year and the beginning of another. 2020 has been a
year that most of us would not have foreseen. Our lives have most certainly had change thrust upon us in
varying degrees through Covid and the subsequent response of our government to the pandemic.
I would like to thank Sue for her continued efforts to stay abreast of the changing Covid regulations
and the executive team for facilitating the measures required for GVC to remain open when we could and
the smooth reopening after the shutdown; and to all the members who have patiently complied with these
regulations so we could open and stay open. Not convenient but necessary.
In the midst of our shutdown period, Andrew and his display team had the opportunity to build the
new Pitt Stop facade and have continued to make improvements with the museum displays. I also have a
note of thanks to Norm Watts, who has also volunteered to take on the motorcycle display role in place of
Craig. The rail bed and track have been laid at the platform in preparation for the guard’s van relocation,
which we hope to see later this year. Well done to all those working on the guard van, your hard work is
producing great results.
On a sad note, Peter Quennell passed away on Christmas day after suffering a significant stroke. This
came as a big surprise to us all and Peter will be missed greatly. He was one of the founding members of the
GVC and has served on the executive in various positions since its conception. His commitment to the
success of the museum has been tireless. He was not only a committed and active member but also a great
friend to many at GVC and a wonderful advocate for the promotion of the club and the community of Maffra.
The celebration service for Pete was very fitting and my thanks to so many who came and supported Sue and
family on the day.
We also lost Don McCann, one of our front counter volunteers, on Christmas Eve in a traffic accident.
He was a member who was always willing to help and supported the GVC with his consistent service and
smile. Our thoughts are with the family at this time.
As we move into 2021, we are progressing toward our next display – ‘First & Last’. The first and last
models of various marques. It promises to be as good as ever. Since the Covid restrictions have lifted
enough for Victorians to travel (at least within the state) we have had good visitor numbers through the door.
Many have spoken highly of the current display and overall presentation of the museum. Our club plate
numbers consistently grow and provide a great service to our members. Due to Covid our AGM scheduled
for last August, will now be conducted on 3 February, 2021. I hope to see you there.
Regards,
Graham Gunning
Interim President
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From Duncan Malcolm on behalf of the committee.
VALE - PETER ANDREW QUENNELL
22nd August 1948 – 25th December 2020
GVC members and the Maffra community were shocked and saddened to hear of the passing of Peter
Quennell. Peter died on Christmas morning after a short illness.
Peter came to live near Maffra about 20 years ago, after he and his late wife, Margaret, had purchased
Chimney Hill Farm, on Three Chain Road, between Maffra and Newry in 1996. A community minded citizen,
Peter quickly became involved in several organisations, including: - Maffra Rotary Club, Maffra Show Society,
and the Wellington Shire Council, as Chair of the Blackberry Taskforce, and as a small business mentor and
coach; to name a few. In recent years, he was a driving force behind the formation of the Maffra Men’s Shed.
However, for the Gippsland Vehicle Collection (GVC) Members and Executive, he will be fondly and
respectfully remembered for his substantial role in bringing to fruition and success, the establishment of the
‘Maffra Shed’, now better known as the Maffra Motor Museum.
Peter, along with Peter McDavitt and Foster Crooke, came up with the idea of finding a home and display
area for the many classic cars and vehicles in the Maffra district, during a visit from the Melbourne Grand
Prix Rally in March 2002, in which classic cars were encouraged to be displayed along the main street of
Maffra. As he liked to recall and often said, “Three blokes came up with a good idea over a couple of beers”.
A good idea is one thing, but taking this particular good idea forward, was another. A building was quickly
identified, temporarily secured and a club (GVC) was formed. Ever the enthusiast, Peter, his two friends and
a growing cohort of similarly enthusiastic and energetic volunteers, brought a vision to reality. The Grand
opening was held on October 15th 2006.
It is amazing now to think of what has been achieved. The semi derelict 1942 built, former vegetable
dehydration factory and no longer used storage area, was a pigeon infested and soiled mess. Every pain of
glass in the main building windows was broken, there was no usable toilet, the surrounds were overgrown
and the building was not secure.
Through all of the transformation and development to what we have today, Peter was always in the mix;
promoting, advocating and working, either in one of the many volunteer roles or as part of the leadership
team, as an Executive member and office bearer of GVC. He was part of the initiative to secure the former
Bairnsdale Auto Museum Ltd and transform it into the, Gippsland Auto Museum Ltd organisation (GAM) that
now hold the capital assets managed by the GVC. He was a Board member of GAM until his passing. It was
via this organisation in partnership with GVC, that we were able to purchase the land, buildings and structure
that houses: • our display vehicles
• memorabilia
• Model World Maffra
• the recently-completed, History of Australian Motoring Manufacturing and Assemblage
photographic display
• the retail area
• canteen area
• our comprehensive reference library.
Along with Peter Gault, he was a driving force behind the formation of the Australasian Motor Museums
Association (AMMA), which sought to bring together the many motor museums across Australia and New
Zealand, under one umbrella organisation and to build links with like organisations overseas.
Peter never tired of informing visitors, touring groups, visiting motoring clubs and the wider community; on
the many benefits and features of the Maffra Motor Museum. Exceptionally generous with his time and
experience, he was always there, always excited about the next prospect or potential improvement to the
museum, always positive. The best way to honour his legacy would be for us to continue to grow the original
vision and idea that has become the Maffra Motor Museum. That is what he would want.
To Peter’s family and his partner, Sue, we offer our sympathies on his passing, we share your grief, but we
also feel so very fortunate to have known him.
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Media Release for the current collection from Kellie Willis
The Gippsland Vehicle Collection (GVC) is renowned for exhibiting incredibly rare vehicles with great stories
and it is delivering strongly on that reputation with its current display of Racers (competition vehicles).
In a museum full of highlights, the display of three accomplished, rare and beautiful MGs, on loan from
Marguerite and George Morgan, is particularly special. A 1932 MG J3, a 1931 C-type Montlhery Midget and
a 1933 MG K1 in K3 Mille Miglia Specification are currently on show side-by-side in Maffra’s GVC.
“It is significant to be able to see these three cars all together, because two of them in particular are quite
historic in terms of the MG Mark,” owner Marguerite Morgan said.
In 1932 the J3 broke three 24 hour and distance racing world records for a 750cc supercharged car in Class H
at Montlhery in France. The C-type, driven by Hugh “Hammy” Hamilton, placed third in the Double 12 race
at Brooklands in 1931, and has an extensive racing history in the UK and Ireland.
And with only one C-type in the whole of Australia (44 were manufactured and approximately 24 are still in
existence) the MG trio is well worth a visit to the GVC.
The Morgans imported the K3 to Australia in concours condition in 2012. It is one of a small number of sixcylinder supercharged competition cars produced in 1933 and 1934 that were based on the concurrent MG
K-series Magnette chassis.
“Only 33 examples were produced and on their first outing, three works K3s took the team prize at the 1933
Mille Miglia, also winning the 1100cc class,” Mrs Morgan said.
She said demand for the MG K3 had always outstripped supply, so world-renowned MG expert, the late Peter
Gregory, built a limited number of “exacting recreations” of the racing variants, and the one on show at the
GVC is one of the early recreations made, using K3 parts.
“It features an ohc 1408cc 6-cylinder supercharged engine, fully rebuilt with new Phoenix crank and rods,
Cosworth forged pistons and the correct K3 2-gallon finned magnesium lightweight sump; a heavy-duty larger
Armstrong pre-selector gearbox and a Marshall nose mounted supercharger, plus 13-inch brakes, with
hydraulic operation,” Mrs Morgan said.
“Built to a very high standard, this is a particularly fine example in exceptional condition.”
The Racers exhibition will remain on show at the GVC until the end of February and features many interesting
vehicles including cars that competed at Bathurst in 1966 and 2020, a Brabham original and an Edelbrock
Special.
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The Edelbrock Special. One of the cars currently on display at GVC.
The following is taken from an article that first appeared in Fuel Magazine Issue 20.

Hedley Thompson had made a name for himself as one of Australia’s most skilled car builders in the ‘50s
and ‘60s. Racing cars were his specialty, and despite building his fair share for others, he never owned one
himself. That all changed in 1956, when, after spending time with Reg Hunt and his Maserati 250F,
Thompson decided to build something he could keep. Looking to Hunt’s car for inspiration, Hedley put his
engineering background to good use, designing and building a car that embodied the resourcefulness and
individuality that Aussie Specials have become known for.
Hedley built his racer around a V8 Ford
flathead, which needed serious cooling
assistance. A large capacity header tank and
large core radiator helped, and the weight
distribution amidships allowed not only for
superior handling, but left room in the bay
for a supercharger. Weight was a key
consideration, and Thompson found creative
ways to reduce the overall bulk, including
machining the original 37-pound flywheel
down to 18 pounds. Brakes were Delange
finned drums with Holden cylinders and
racing linings, and the steering came
courtesy of a worm and roller Holden box.
Thompson’s very own Aussie Special made its
debut at the Hepburn Springs hillclimb track.
The car was equipped with the latest and greatest hot-rod gear for the Ford V8 from Vic Edelbrock in the
States, but Australian racing rules prohibited advertising on the cars. Hedley skirted around the ruling by
naming the car itself after his unofficial sponsor and the Edelbrock Special was born. Sans bodywork, the
car was raced in an unfinished state, and still managed to perform well enough to convince Thompson to
take it on the circuit. An aircraft engineer by trade, Hedley was a good driver, but not great, and the car
spent the next two years doing the rounds with mixed success.
Its next owner was a Victorian country boy named Barry Stilo, who really knew how to drive. He chalked up
numerous records in the car at various country tracks and the Edelbrock Special became a household name.
After Stilo, the car went through five different owners and swapped its flathead for a Ford Y block. It was
clocked at Benalla Airfield doing 145mph and went on to appear at country tracks and speedway events. It
was at Mt Beauty speedway in 1969 that disaster struck. Running a seven litre Dodge V8 at the time, the
Edelbrock Special careened into a fence, ending its racing career. It was put out the back of an earthmoving
storage yard to quietly fade away.
The years went by and historic racing gained popularity. The car was found and brought to Melbourne;
however, it would wait another 10 years until the next owner began the long process of restoration.
“Les was a guy that I knew who lived in Mt Evelyn and he worked slowly, rebuilding the chassis and
collecting all the necessary good bits for the car but after eleven years he got the stitch!” recalls Derek
McLaughlan, the car’s current owner. “It was now my turn and I picked up the project at about 30-40% and
then proceeded to spend the next twenty years finishing the car to what we see today.”
Born in 1956, the same year that the Edelbrock Special made its debut, Derek has been around cars in one
shape or form for most of his life. “My first car was a 1965 Cortina GT which cost $390 when I was 16. I
repainted it and did a basic restoration and it was a fun road driving car. From that I moved on and had a
great interest in rallying. After eight years of competitive rally driving, my interest swayed as four-wheel
drives were coming out and it was not fair competition at the time.
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Enter my love for old cars and I decided to go historic racing. My first car was an Australian Special single
seater monoposto with a Ford Flathead V8, which is where my love of flathead engines started. There have
been a number of historic cars bought, raced and sold over the last thirty years but there has always been
one special car that has stayed around.”
Derek bought the Edelbrock Special in 1991. He’s taken his time perfecting every detail, and it wasn’t until
2011 that the car had bodywork. Derek remembers: “With the chassis all done and some of the suspension,
it was time to spend the real money and form the one-off handmade aluminium skin. Because of all of the
high-performance flathead gear, the engine underwent a complete and thorough rebuild, along with the
close ratio Ford gearbox and a brand-new quick change Halibrand rear end. The original bodywork is still
with the car but after being battered and crunched up, it was beyond help - however it did make excellent
patterns to replicate.”
He continues: “The flathead block was dipped, cleaned and bored out 60 thou and a new steel stroker crank
4 1/8 inches gives it 295 cubic inches capacity
and an Edelbrock 400 junior camshaft sucks the
air into the V8 through triple Stromberg 97s. Side
valve V8s are not renowned for big revs, however
they deliver enormous torque from 1500 to 5000
rpm and an estimate of power around 230 hp.
Wheels for the car were totally renewed, (16 by 5
inch triple laced spokes) sporting Dunlop racing
550 tyres.”

Derek has no plans to ever sell the Special. “The car
has a combination of two things that I love most,”
he explains. “I’ve always been a fan of front engine
Formula One pre 1960 racing cars in the old style of
Stirling Moss, Fangio and others where the cars are
fast in straight line but are harder to drive as they
slide around in their cornering. As I could never
afford a real Grand Prix car at a million dollars plus,
the Edelbrock is a homegrown special that has the
same looks style and appeal. The other attraction for
me is the Ford side valve flathead V8 engine.
Nothing sounds better than a good Flathead hotted
up.”
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An Unfortunate Experience….
By Barry Steffen.
An unfortunate experience obtaining a vintage wiring loom for my Fordson 10/10 van.
It all started when I phoned a well-known vintage wiring firm in Melbourne in early 2019 enquiring about a
vintage wiring loom for my Fordson. They were very friendly and I said that there was no immediate rush
for the job to be completed.
Early April 2019 I phoned them again and they said they would get on to it.
May 2019, I phoned again, not done yet, so I requested new indicators be included.
August 2019, I phoned again, they could not find a print copy of the loom and asked if I could send them
the original uncut loom down to them, which I did on 13/08/2019. They were going to make a plan of it for
the computer at my cost. I questioned why I had to pay for it when they would have the use of it forever.
The response was that it was the first time that they had, had a request for a Fordson 10/10 wring loom
and may never get another request for one.
November 2019, I phoned, not done yet.
April 2020, I phoned, yes, they said, they will get on to it.
05/05/2020, I phoned again, okay, it will be done.
13/05/2020 I phoned; the quote was now $650 including indicators.
31/07/2020 I phoned… It will probably be done in the next two weeks.
02/09/2020 I phoned; not done.
10/09/2020 I phoned. This time the excuse for work not completed was COVID and they had to lay off four
staff. My response was: - “You had a year to do this before COVID and I am tired of being continually put to
the bottom of the list with quite a few broken finishing times.” Their response: - “We can’t put you in front
of our main business suppliers, do you want your loom returned?” “No” I replied. “I want you to do the
new one and send them both back to me.” Was then told that they would do it when they could.
07/10/2020, I phoned again, was told no promises, others come first. So, I finally told them to return it to
me.
It has been returned.
I still need a replacement wiring loom.
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WRITER READY TO REV UP MOTORING
A tell-all travel tale by motoring scribe John Jennings
When the editor called for contributions to our Maffra car
club magazine, I could hardly contain myself as I swiftly
unpacked my old prized folding Underwood portable
typewriter.
Memories of motoring were sought by our intrepid Editor –
oh, such a joyous opportunity offered to club members like
myself - a long time (now retired) journalist – equal, for
example, to an offer from an auto parts supplier of a heavily
discounted oil.
Or possibly an offer to car enthusiasts of an old vehicle
hidden inside a local shed – something which has become
folklore!
But enough of all that.
Suffice to say, my early experiences with motor vehicles
came at home on a 20-acre dried fruit block near Mildura
where there was the need to drive a 1949 grey Ferguson
tractor.
As a small person aged 10, I found the push-down Ferguson clutch easier to operate than the clutch on some older
tractors where you had to push the pedal forward. I recall I often had to grip the wheel arch on the older tractor to get
sufficient force on the clutch.
By the way, a friend and I were reflecting on the Ferguson tractor, designed by an Irish genius Harry Ferguson and
containing high quality UK steel which are reasons why the durable Ferguson with its pioneering hydraulic system and
three-point linkage remains in action on hobby farms in particular.
But I digress.
Years later came a more exciting motoring experience in a much different form as I was appointed at age 18 as
Motoring Editor for the Sunraysia Daily, a highly respected morning newspaper. This appointment was part of my
training as a cadet journalist.
In the journalism sense, with my growing experience of hot metal type and black ink, I was more than ready to meet
this exciting motoring challenge which could also provide a by-line for my stories.
But the dear Editor was very insistent: forget the metal type and press the pedal to the metal.
As a young cadet reporter with a real love of cars, the chance to carry the prestigious title of Motoring Editor on a daily
newspaper was almost too much for a soul who craved the smell of petrol and smoking tyres – something not readily
achieved in my 1952 side-value Morris Minor!
As I revelled in the new appointment I dreamed of the open road and open throttle. Soon I would be zooming along
country roads in brand new cars while local newspaper readers stood ready to swallow every word and maybe my dust
as well.
With my senses heightened by this new editorial opportunity, rather than a quick sniff of petrol, I bundled up my
notepad and pencil and presented myself for the first road test.
Soon, anxious readers would be hanging onto every word (set for posterity in hot lead and ink), learning about road
holding, MPG (not a misprint) even some advice on coping with sharp corners in the style of a skilled rally driver.
I could hardly hold myself back from this new road-holding experience.
Well, that was not quite how it worked out.
My first test vehicle was the gull-wing 1960 Chevrolet which belonged to the newspaper owner and was driven by his
Advertising Manager who in fact was ready to accompany me on my first “road test”.
Maybe my slight frame, or my liberal use of a South Australian driver’s licence obtained at age 16 (Victoria was 18 at
that time, and still is) may have been a factor which contributed to the need for me be guided in tackling this huge,
valuable car, leather bench seats and all.
(By the way, the age 16 limit for a license in SA was a carry-over from the early rural days in that huge state when
young people on the land were required to drive produce from farm to town)
And so, the chaperoned drive became the pattern for my early road test program.
Other vehicles followed which were kindly provided by local dealers together with a rather anxious sales executive to
guide me.
These pristine cars, straight off the showroom floor with the traditional new-car smell were restricted to a gentle
cruise around town certainly not a high speed run out on the highway to Renmark.
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And it may be fair to say that the new car brochures were most handy for me to describe these vehicles in a positive
way.
There was one exception – Stan McGlashan, a local national rally driver kindly provided myself and a fellow cadet,
Richard Wilson with Stan's super-tuned Porsche. With a casual wave of his hand to “try it out fellas”, he walked away
from the car. Looking back, I can only hope that Stan's rally driving judgement was less generous.
It was a really spirited vehicle, like a sort of supercharged VW. It is easy to understand the special affection there is for
Porsche vehicles, old and new.
Anyhow, my “road tests” plus generous motoring items from AAP via the teleprinter and other sources from
advertising and media people formed the pattern for my weekly motoring page which I dutifully put together.
It was this special opportunity of my very own section which enabled me to learn how to sub-edit a newspaper, fitting
headings and stories into place. I used to describe this editing effort to my doting mother as similar to placing the
interior fittings in a caravan using a floor plan which newspaper people call a 'layout'. There is so much space between
the advertisements and so, like a caravan, everything has to fit in neatly.
That is a simple explanation but that planning for a newspaper also involved the placement of pictures and working
out concise headings to fit the space as well as checking through the story itself.
Big stories were normally placed at the top of the page, smaller stories (called “fillers”) fitted in the gaps. These were
often set in type beforehand and available on a tray (named a galley) of type – we would now place those items on a
computer hard drive with an identity tag.
It was perhaps fortunate that my early copy had to go out to the composing room via the chief sub-editor!
My sister Pam made a visit to the newspaper one hot night and I proudly showed her around including the composing
room with its section of linotypes and, further out, the and large “flat bed” printing press. She remarked at the time on
the smell – one cannot be sure if it was the compositors or a mixture of hot lead, ink and paper.
I had no idea at the time as I laboured to become a sub-editor and be really close to newspaper production how
critical that experience would be in my later years in general media and public relations.
Other reporters preferred writing not subbing and they became specialists such as sport, police and court rounds,
council and so on.
But now to describe motoring on a more personal basis and so I trust the dear readers are still travelling with me.
My first car was the used but neat 1952 green hard-top, high-light Morris Minor an example of which has been one
feature of the Maffra collection.
About this time Dad invested in a Jowett Javelin, also a recent Maffra showpiece. Dad said it was “comfortable for
mother”. After that came the much more spirited FJ Holden (“with the Chev six” and really over-spirited) followed
much later by a tidy little early-model Mazda which saw him out, still with the plastic protective covers the inside of
the doors.
Needless to say, a friend and I “tested” the FJ with the result that I changed gear so rapidly from first to second that I
“beat the synchro” and the car limped home. It was possible that the local GMH mechanic may have been aware of
what had occurred but did not spell it out to Dad.
Like many of us with our first cars, we now wish we could have kept all of them. When I say owned, a number of
vehicles were purchased through a bank loan rather than other finance.
Cars which I should have kept included a SV Morris Minor tourer that was a hobby car when that type of vehicle was
more plentiful and relatively cheap.
Along the track, as my media career progressed, came a brand-new 62½ Volkswagen which had a maximum speed of
only 68 mph but which was beautifully built and so durable.
In fact, it became a “removalists van” in the sense of shifting from Victoria to South Australia. On this occasion, I
removed the backseat and rear squab, wrapped them securely in cardboard and despatched them by rail to Adelaide. I
then used the huge cavernous space in the back of the car to safely carry all our worldly belongings including wedding
gifts. A broom and mop were tied across the back bumper.
Time progressed, two children were born plus changes of address with the end result that we ended up back in
Victoria at Wangaratta with a very tidy six-cylinder Cortina, purchased from a senior bowls person.
This vehicle which is normally a four-cylinder model was so tough it easily pulled a tractor-trailer with a tractor on
board without missing a beat and later hauled a trailer and cage and some ten sheep on board.
Of some 20 vehicles used by the family during some 60 years, the Cortina, a used 1998 TN Magna and a sturdy ED
Falcon wagon topped our list for reliability, comfort, and economic value.
After those busy years of cars, wagons, utes and several motor bikes it is now a relief to relax with our tidy 2005
Corolla hatch.
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My “hobby car” is a 1990 Capri convertible,
the vehicle built by Ford in Melbourne mainly
for export to the United States under the
Mercury brand. Based on Laser/Mazda
components with an Italian-designed body,
my Capri still drives and handles like new as
only an experienced Motoring Editor can
attest.
Hey – all that detail would make a neat story
for my Sunraysia Daily Motoring Page, but,
sadly, that is a matter for the past along with
a list of long-lost vehicles which were part of
our lives in three states – from Victorian snow
to the famous but arid Flinders Ranges in
South Australia and then into the wide
Queensland outback.
But that, as newsmen may say, is “another
motoring angle.”
Foot-to-the-floor note: A really tidy car was a
shire council Magna in the “new” modern
shape which was a really tight car and a pleasure to drive.
However, for reasons which are hard to explain, while the early SA-built Mitsubishi Magna did not enjoy the best
motoring name, our TN Magna model is a great car and a favourite with my wife Wendy.
In fact, it is hard to forget as this Magna is still in the family, driven regularly by our son Tim who provides a careful
maintenance program and will not part with the sturdy four-cylinder vehicle, purchased originally by us from Budget
Lease in Footscray, Melbourne
Now THAT long-term effort is a real motoring scoop.

For Sale

Heavy Engine Lifting Frame $50
Contact: Roger Duck 0427456267
for more information
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Station Progress….
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Club Plate Renewals
You can get your renewal signed at the shed Fri, Sat & Sun between 10am & 1 pm and Mon 1 - 4pm without
appointment.
However, we will still accept Club Plate renewals in the mail provided you enclose a stamped, self-addressed
return envelope & $10.
Upon receipt of the renewal our staff will sign & return it in the envelope supplied.
Be mindful that the post is very slow at present. Some of our members have waited up to three weeks turn
around.
New Club Plate Applications
Please direct all enquiries for new club plate applications to Graham Gunning for an appointment: Mob: 0409667096
At the appointment you will need to present a current roadworthy certificate, the vehicle being put on the
scheme & your driver's license.
If a modified vehicle, you must bring the VASS or engineers certificate as well.
The club has all the necessary application forms.
The vehicle to be permitted must be more than 25 years old. A modified vehicle must comply with parameters of
the VicRoads instruction “VSI 33” to be accepted under the historic category, otherwise the vehicle may be subject
to the new Modified vehicle category. See VicRoads for further information,
The vehicle owner must be a current financial member of Gippsland Vehicle Collection (GVC).
Current fees:
$30 new applicants
$10 renewing applicants
$30 adding another vehicle to current membership
The following documents must be completed and presented to a Club Plate Scheme (CPS) Officer at the GVC, 1
Maffra Sale Rd, Maffra:
a. VicRoads Club Permit Application Form
b. Current Certificate of roadworthiness
c. Completed Club Permit Agreement form from GVC
d. Current Membership of GVC. Note: The vehicle must be registered in the name of the GVC member, family is insufficient.
The vehicle must be presented for identification and date marked photographs when submitting documents at
above address (new applicants).
Assistance can be provided in completing the relevant forms if necessary. All GVC forms can be found on the GVC
website. www.gippslandvehiclecollection.org.au/club-plates/
VicRoads permit application forms can be obtained from any VicRoads office or online at www.vicroads.vic.gov.au
Appropriate membership and GVC CPS fees paid in full, the VicRoads Club Permit will be signed by GVC CPS Officer
and the required photographs taken.
A GVC CPS officer will complete and sign a VicRoads Eligibility & Standards Declaration Form. The owner of the
vehicle must be a name of a member.
The Vehicle owner must then present the completed and signed VicRoads Club Permit Application and original
RWC to a VicRoads Office and pay the relevant permit fee applicable to 45 or 90 days.
Upon receipt of a vehicle Permit Plate from VicRoads (red Plate), GVC must be advised of the plate and expiry
date.
Email to: admin@gipplsandvehiclecollection.org.au or Phone GVC CPS secretary on 0409667096
An appointment must be made with GVC to process documentation. Please call 0409667096
For information relating to all aspects of the CPS scheme check out The VicRoads site:
https://www.vicroads.vic.gov.au/registration/limited-use-permits/club-permit-scheme
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If undelivered return to:
GIPPSLAND VEHICLE COLLECTION,
P.O. Box 806, Maffra, VIC, 3860

www.gippslandvehiclecollection.org.au

A BIG THANKYOU TO ALL OUR VOLUNTEERS AND WORKERS.

